1. Introduction. We study some methods of constructing interpolation spaces "between" two Banach spaces. The methods extend the complex method introduced by Calderón [l] and Lions [2] . Our results generalize some of those of Calderón [3] .
2. Complex interpolation. We shall call two Banach spaces X 0 , X\ compatible if they can be continuously embedded in a topological vector space V. We let X 0 +Xi denote the set of those elements xÇzV which can be written in the form (2.1) x = *<<» + *<*>,
where x^GX j9 j = 0 9 1. Set
(2.2) IIHIx^i-inflll^lk + ll^llxJ,
where the infimum is taken over all pairs x^ÇzXj satisfying (2.1). One easily checks that (2.2) gives a norm on X 0 +Xi when X 0 and X% are compatible. Moreover, when X 0 +Xi is equipped with this norm, it becomes a Banach space (cf. [3] ). Let Cf c denote the set of complex valued functions of the complex variable f = ^+irf which are continuous on bounded subsets of S, where fl is the strip 0 <£ < 1 in the f = £+«7 plane. Let (B be the set of those functions in Ct which are holomorphic in 0 and nonvanishing in Ô. For p£(5t the space 3C(X 0 , -XV, p) will consist of those functions /(f) with values in X 0 +Xi such that (a) ƒ($") is continuous on bounded subsets of S, (b) /(f) is holomorphic in 0, (c) f(j+iv)€:Xj,j = 0, 1,77 real, and 
The smallest constant M which works in (2.9) is the seminorm of ƒ in 3C'(X 0 , Xi; p). If one considers 5C 7 (X 0 , -XV, p) modulo the constant functions, this becomes a norm and the resulting space is a Banach space. We say that xGI^ if x-T(j') for some/£3C'(X 0 , Xi; p) and its norm is the infimum of the seminorms of all such ƒ. Similarly, xÇ~X' T ' p if f T~xT for some such ƒ and its norm is defined correspondingly. If /£3C(X 0 , Xi] p), then one checks easily that ƒ£ f(Ç)dç is in 3C' (-X*o, XL; p) with seminorm not greater than the norm of ƒ. Hence (2.10)
XT, P C Xi,, X X ' P is the L* norm of \%u. These spaces were studied by Hör-mander [4] when the function X(£) satisfies certain conditions. Let Xo(£), Xi(£) be functions satisfying Xi(£) èX 0 (f) >0. We assume that the distribution T is of the form (2.12). Set 7=Xi/Xo, s& = Re Zk f a = X) 7
,fc (l + log 7) wfc , P = Z 7"~* fc (l + log 7) w *> X 2 = X 0 a, X a =X 0 /i8. We also write The proofs of Theorem 3.1 can be made to depend upon the following lemmas. The second family of function spaces we shall consider is closely related to the first. For positive X(£) we let H*> p denote the set of
where $~l denotes the inverse Fourier transform. When X(£) is of the form (4.6) X(Ö-(1+ U| 2 )*, a real, these spaces were studied by Calderón [5] , Aronszajn, Mulla, Szeptycki [6] , Lions, Magenes [7] and others. In order to obtain the counterpart of Theorem 3.1 for the spaces H*'* we shall make further restrictions. Specifically we shall assume that Kp < oo and that the functions Under the above assumptions we define the following family of operators iKr, A)= f %(r, x)(x + A)-* d\, r G s. 
